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SAVE THE DATE 

The EWB Nepal Student Chapter is hosting their 4th Annual 
Nepali Clean Water Celebration 

Sunday, April 27th 
From 2:00 PM – 5:00 PM 

featuring Nepali-inspired food & dance, a live auction  
and a short report on 2013 projects and  

the 2014 Project Plan with time for questions. 
 

Look for an official invitation soon. 
We hope you will join us!! 

 

The EWB Winter Trip 
EWB Nepal sent two 
members over as our 
Winter Travel Team to 
Ilam, Nepal from 
December 2013 to 
January 2014. The team 
collected supplementary 
data for three potential 
Spring Source Protection 
implementation sites, 
including water quality 
data and topographical data. They also helped organize a Spring 
Source Protection workshop with a local NGO, Namsaling 
Community Development Centre (NCDC) which brought 
together all stakeholders for Spring Source Protection to discuss 
the current water issues in Ilam and the roles and responsibilities 
of each stakeholder in the process of spring source protection.  
 

Updates on Past Projects 
On the winter trip, the 
team monitored two 
previously implemented 
projects: the Katuwal 
Dhara Spring Source 
Protection site and the 
Ilam Municipality Hospital 
Reed Bed System (a 
wastewater management 
project). At Katuwal 

Dhara,   the   community added two more tapstands based on 
the design for the original that was provided by EWB Nepal, and 
has taken full ownership of the site. Some erosion was noted at 
the site, an issue that the team will have to keep monitoring 
carefully. The team found that the community also performed 
routine maintenance on the Reed Bed System. The Reed Bed 
System is not yet online due to the hospital not operating at full 
capacity. If all goes well, the system should be online this year. 
 

More Information on Page 2

 

EWB-CU Nepal Project Planning 2014 
After careful planning and multiple trips to assess different sites, 
EWB Nepal is ready to make the final plans for an 
implementation trip to Jhor Dhara. For this semester, EWB 
Nepal will be working to finalize designs to submit to EWB-USA 

for approval. Jhor Dhara was 
selected as the primary site 
for implementation on the 
2014 summer trip based on 
the enthusiastic, cooperative 
Jhor Dhara Users’ 
Committee and community 
members as well as the 
extremely high demand for 

clean, safe drinking water for the community. Currently, the 
spring water is contaminated with coliform bacteria, the spring 
source lies open to contamination from falling fruit and animals, 
and there is no water storage in place.   
 

EWB Nepal will provide design systems to store, purify, & 
distribute spring water for the Jhor Dhara site as well as be 
present on-site during implementation to address any concerns 
or questions of the community in addition to helping with the 
actual implementation. 

 

The application process has 
started for the 2014 Summer 
Travel Team, and the review 
process will begin after all 
applications are received. 
The Summer Travel Team 
will work with the Jhor 
Dhara Users Group, NCDC, 
and the Ilam Municipality to 
fully implement the spring 
source protection and 
storage system along with 
continued surveying of future 
spring source protection 
sites and continued 
monitoring of previously completed sites.   

 

Participate with EWB 
There are many ways to support EWB students and their international projects.  
EWB needs advisors in many areas.  If you have expertise in engineering or other 
areas that you would like to contribute, contact us at any of the contacts listed in 
the footer of this newsletter.  
 

If you support EWB financially, ask if your company provides matching funds.  
If your company has a corporate giving program whose funding emphasis 
matches the work of EWB, please let us know how to apply for that funding.  
 

If your company has ‘lunch and learn’ sessions, where EWB can speak, please 
let us know.  EWB would appreciate the opportunity to speak to anyone who 
would be interested in knowing more about EWB.  

******************************************************************************************************************************************************************************** 

If you would like to financially support EWB projects,  
CLICK HERE to donate online. 

 

EWB-CU Nepal Student Chapter’s 2014 Project Plans 
 

 

Winter Travel Team member Brittany 
Earle with children of host family 

Katuwal Dhara spring after 
community additions 

 

Nepali child at Jhor Dhara 

Steven Walton taking 
measurements at  

Jhor Dhara 

Steven Walton & 
Brittany Earle (travel team) 
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An example design drawing  
generated by EWB students 

 

Brittany Earle and mentor Jeff Jones working 
with the NCDC staff to  

examine potential project sites. 
 

Ashley Zerr with her 
host family in Nepal 

 

 

The Nitty Gritty of Design 
It takes a passion for development along with a love of 
engineering to get all of the design work done for the EWB-USA 
submittals to approve a project design. In order to implement a 
project, the team must go through three major document 
submittals along with a technical presentation in order to prove 
that they have adequately addressed all of the issues that can 
come from implementing a project in a developing community. 
Calculations must be done for areas such as concrete design, 
slope stability, and water flow to ensure that the design is 
constructible and sustainable.  
 

While the students are responsible for most of the calculations 
and drawings that are required, they look to their professional 
mentors for guidance to ensure that they are on the right track. 
In their most recent submittal, the team put together a 15 page 
document outlining their design decisions along with 25 pages of 
design drawings that outline their intended design at seventy 
percent completion. One month later they will be required to 
turn in another set of documents outlining their design at ninety 
percent completion.  
 

Living Like a Nepali 
While in Nepal, students get the 
opportunity to fully immerse 
themselves into the strong 
culture that is present in the 
communities served.  
 

“The communities that you’re 
working with become your family 
while you’re over there,” explains 
previous travel team member 
Ashley Zerr. “You become so 
attached and so invested in the 
people that when you see the 
water that they are drinking and 
the amount of work that they have to go through to get it, you 
want to do everything in your power to help. That yearning to help 
is what drives the team during the semester to put in long hours to 
make sure that our designs will be thoroughly designed to make a 
sustainable solution that will help these communities.”  

 

 
 

Brittany Earle with her 
host family in Nepal 

 


